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ON PRINCIPAL MAPS OF THE PLANE
The concept of a principal map of the plane is strictly connected with that of a principal line. They were introduced in paper [1] which is devoted to the study of product final differential structures on the plane. These concepts are useful in the formulating of some properties of such structures (see [1] , Corollaries 4.2 and 4.8), however, they are directly defined. In the present paper we treat principal maps of the plane R 2 in a way independent of product final differential structures, that is, we carry out our considerations in the sense of classical geometry. To be precise, we also introduce more general quasi principal maps which, however, are not considered in detail. Give attention that the major part of this paper is devoted to the investigation of principal maps of the plane without any assumption concerning differentiability or even continuity. In this paper we present some characteristic properties of such maps (Theorems 2.9, 2.16 and 2.19) and give a full description of them (Theorems 3.1 and 3.9). Moreover, we also obtain results (Propositions 3.5 and 3.6) which are close to those of papers [1] (Proposition 4.9) and [2] (Propositions 2.24 and 2.25). Our language for principal maps is a continuation of that used in the abovementioned papers and it is fully presented here unless it concerns adduced results.
Preliminaries
First, if necessary, we shall regard the plane R 2 and any of its subsets as topological spaces under the Euclidean topology. A vertical (horizontal) line in R 2 is a straight line of the form V a = {a} x R (H b = R x {6}) for some a 6 R (b € R). By a principal line L in R 2 we shall mean a vertical or horizontal one. For X € {V,H,P} we say that L is an X-principal line provided that it is vertical if X = V, horizontal if X = H, and principal if X = P. By an X-principal segment in R 2 we shall mean a segment of an X-principal line, that is, a bounded connected subspace of it. In partic-ular, every closed X-principal segment is compact. A P-principal segment will also be called principal. By a principal K-graph we shall mean a compact connected subspace of R 2 which can be expressed as a finite union of closed principal segments. In turn, by a principal cross we shall mean a subset K of R 2 of the form K p = V a U Hb where p = (a, b) is called the origin of K. The principal cross K = K 0 with origin o = (0,0) will also be called the central principal one. A subset A of R 2 is said to be locally K-subordinate if for each p £ A there are a neighbourhood U of p in R 2 and a principal cross K such that A fl U C A'. It is easily seen that a compact connected subspace G of R 2 is a principal A'-graph if and only if G is locally /¿'-subordinate (compare [2] , the corresponding equivalent definition). If / is (X, X)-principal (locally (X, X)-principal at p), we call shortly it X-principal (locally X-principal .at p). Moreover, a P-principal (locally P-principal at p) map of R 2 will also be called principal (locally principal at p). Clearly, every principal map of R 2 transforms any principal line to a principal line. In turn, we say that a map / of R 2 is quasi principal if for each principal segment S in R 2 the image f(S) is locally A'-subordinate. Note that if in addition / is continuous, then it transforms any principal A'-graph to a principal A'-graph. Obviously, every principal map of R 2 is quasi principal.
1.1. EXAMPLE. Let I? : R -• R be a smooth map such that d{x) = 0 for x < 0, 0 < tf(x) < 1 for 0 < x < 1 and = 1 for x > 1. Define the map / of R 2 by f(x,y) = (i*)(x),y + i?(-x)). It is seen that f(V x ) = V^) for each ifE, and so, / is F-principal. On the other hand, f(H y ) = {0} X [y, y + 1] U [0,1] X {y} for each y 6 R, which means that / is not (H, P)-principal, and so, not principal. However, note that for any horizontal line H y the map / is locally principal at each point of H y except the point (0, y). In turn, observe that / is smooth and quasi principal, which implies that / transforms any principal A'-graph to a principal A'-graph. Moreover, it turns out that / can be regarded as a smooth map from R XJ;R to R XJ R where k,l G {1,2} and (k, I) ± (2,1) (see [1] and [2] [2] is given a characterization of a smooth map / : R Xfc R R X/ R where k,l G {1,2} as a continuous one for the corresponding Sikorski topologies such that /1 A : A -> f(A) is a smooth map of C°° subsets of R Xfc R and R X / R, respectively (see [2] , Proposition 2.25). Observe that such a map / has to be quasi principal because it transforms any principal A'-graph to a principal A'-graph (see [2] , Lemma 2.23 and Proposition 2.25), however, it need not be principal (Example 1.1). Thus it is of interest to know more about quasi principal maps of R 2 and, as the first step in this direction, we shall study here principal maps of R 2 . This is also justified by the fact that quasi principal maps can be of very complicated structure in contrast to much simpler principal ones. Proof. The necessity is obvious. To prove the sufficiency, suppose to the contrary that there is a principal line L such that f(L) is not contained in any principal line. By Lemma 2.1 there are points p,q G L such that f(p) and f(q) are not coprincipal, which implies that neither f(p) nor f(q) belong to 0 n ot h er hand, we have Clearly, 21» is a unique maximal principal class of parallelism containing 21 in the case when 21 is a principal class of parallelism and 21» is the empty set otherwise. In particular, for every F £ $ the set P» = {Q € : Q || P} is a unique maximal principal class of parallelism containing P, i.e. P» = tyv if P is vertical and P» = if P is horizontal.
Characteristic properties
Let P and Q be principal lines in R 2 . It is seen that if P and Q are parallel, then P = Q or P D Q = 0. In turn, if P and Q are not parallel, then they are orthogonal, which is written as P _L Q. Moreover, in the latter case P and Q belong to distinct maximal principal classes of parallelism and P ft Q is a one-point set. 
Let / be a principal map of R 2 . We say that / preserves parallelism (orthogonality) in case for any parallel (orthogonal) P, Q G ty there are parallel (orthogonal) P',Q' £ such that /(P) C P' and f(Q) C Q'. Moreover, we say that / strictly preserves parallelism (orthogonality) in case for any parallel (orthogonal) P, Q € the conditions /(P) C P' and f(Q) C Q' where P',Q' € involve that P' and Q' are parallel (orthogonal). Give attention that the notions of the preserving of parallelism (orthogonality) introduced above, are formulated only for principal maps and only for This means that if / is a principal map of R 2 preserving parallelism (orthogonality) in our "principal" sense, then it need not preserve parallelism (orthogonality) in the usual one, that is, for arbitrary parallel (orthogonal) straight lines, however, the converse assertion is true.
A principal map / of R 2 is called contracting for P 6 tp (for 21 C <p) if card/(P) = 1 (card /(P) = 1 for each P € 21). For example, note that the projections pi : (x,y) (x,0) and p 2 : (x,y) n-(0, y) are principal maps of R 2 preserving parallelism (orthogonality) but not strictly. Moreover, it is seen that pi and P2 are contracting for all vertical and horizontal lines, respectively. If / is not contracting for all P G that is, card f(P) > 2 for each P G we call it totally P-noncontracting. For example, note that every injective principal map of R 2 is totally P-noncontracting. If / is a totally P-noncontracting principal map of R 2 , then for any P G ty there exists a unique principal line Pf in R 2 , denoted sometimes by (P)/, such that f(P) C Pj. In this case we have thus defined the assignment P Pj from fp to itself, called the principal one of /. Of course, such / strictly preserves parallelism (orthogonality) if and only if for any P,Q £ ty the condition P\\Q (P L Q) involves P/\\Qf (Pf ± Qf). It is easy to verify 2.3. LEMMA. Every principal map of R 2 strictly preserving parallelism (orthogonality) is totally P-noncontracting. u
The following example shows that a totally P-noncontracting principal map of R 2 need not preserve parallelism or orthogonality. Proof. Implications (a)=>(b) and (b)=>(c) are obvious. To prove implication (c)=3»(a), observe first that for an arbitrary x G R 2 there is Q x £ 21 such that x € Q x and Q x n P = {x'}. Since / is contracting for Q x and P, we get f(x) = f(x') = f(p) where p is a fixed point of P, so / is constant.
•
The following example shows that condition (c) of this proposition is minimal in a certain sense.
other hand, / is noncontracting for each vertical line V x with x ^ 0 and for the horizontal line HQ.
• By an easy verification we get 2 Proof. First, we prove that / strictly preserves parallelism. Indeed, suppose to the contrary that there are principal lines P,Q,P' and Q' in R 2 such that P||Q, f(P) C P', f(Q) C Q' and P' ± Q'. Since P' and Q' are orthogonal, we infer that P' f) Q' = {a} and the set K = P' U Q' is a principal cross in R 2 with origin a. Let x be an arbitrary point of R 2 . Since P and Q are parallel principal lines in R 2 , there is a unique principal one R such that x e R and R is orthogonal to both P and Q. Clearly, we have R n P = {p} and R D Q = {g}, and so, f(p) e f(R) n /(P) C R' n P' and f{q) e f(R) D f{Q) C R' n Q' where R' is a principal line in R 2 such that /(-ft) C R'. Therefore since P' ± Q', it follows that R' has to be parallel to either P' or Q'. Next, since R' fl P' ^ 0 and R' n Q' ^ 0, we conclude that either R' = P' or R' = Q', so R' C K. In particular, this means that f(x) E K, which implies that /(R 2 ) C K because x can be an arbitrary point of R 2 , a contradiction.
Next, we prove that / strictly preserves orthogonality. By the first part of our proof / is strictly preserving parallelism. Therefore from Lemma 2.3 it follows that it is totally P-noncontracting, and so, / determines the principal assignment P PJ. Let 91 be a maximal principal class of parallelism. Since / strictly preserves parallelism, we conclude that 21/ = {PJ : P G tp} is a principal class of parallelism not maximal in general. Moreover, since /(R 2 ) is not contained in any principal line, one can find P,P' € 21 such that PJ / P' F , for otherwise the image /(R 2 ) = /(|J21) C (J{P / : P € 21 would be contained in a principal line. Let us take Q € 2l
x . Of course, we have Q n P ^ 0 and Q n P' / 0, which implies Q f fl P/ ^ 0 and QF 0 PJ / 0. Observe further that Q/ ^ 21L for otherwise we have Q || Pf || P'j, which together with the previous conclusion imply Qf -P -P'j, a contradiction. This means that Q 6 21 j-, and so, Qf _L Pf. Let now M and N be orthogonal principal lines in R 2 . We can thus assume that M\\P and N || Q because PL Q. Since / strictly preserves parallelism, we have MJ\\PJ and NF\\Qf. Furthermore, since Pf 1 Qf, we conclude that MF 1 NF. Consequently, / strictly preserves orthogonality.
• Let / be a principal map of R 2 . We call / epiprincipal for P 6 if it is noncontracting for P and such that f(P) = Pf. By an epiprincipal map of R 2 we shall mean a principal one which is totally P-noncontracting and epiprincipal for each P 6 !)3. Clearly, the composition of epiprincipal maps of R 2 is again an epiprincipal one. The following example shows that if / is an epiprincipal map of R 2 , then the image /(R 2 ) can be contained in a principal line.
2.10. EXAMPLE. Let / be the map of R 2 given by the assignment (x, y) »-> (x + y, 0). It is seen that / is a principal map of R 2 such that /(R 2 ) = HoMoreover, for any P 3 we have f(P) = HQ, SO / is epiprincipal.
• By definition and Theorem 2.9 we obviously get the following corollaries: Proof. Let / be a principal map of R 2 which is surjective, i.e. /(R 2 ) = R 2 . Suppose to the contrary that there is a principal line P in R 2 such that f(P) C Pf. Let us take a point y 6 Pf \ f(P)-Since / is surjective, it follows that f(x) = y for some x £ R 2 . Let V x and II x denote the vertical and horizontal lines passing through x in R 2 , respectively. Since / preserves orthogonality by Theorem 2.9, we infer that either (V x )f or (H x )f is parallel to Pf, or equivalently, that there is a principal line Q in R 2 such that x € Q and Qf\\Pf. Hence we get Pf = Qf because y € Pf D Qf. Observe further that P Q because x 6 Q \ P. Moreover, note that P n Q = 0, for otherwise P _L Q, and so, Pf _L Qf by Theorem 2.9, which contradicts Pf = Qf. In particular, we have P || Q. It follows that there is a principal line R in R 2 passing through x and orthogonal to both P and Q. Clearly, we have R D Q -{¡r} and R D P = {x} where x is a point of R 2 distinct from x. Moreover, note that y = f(x) and y = f(x) are distinct points of R 2 because y G Pj \ f(P). Consequently, we get y,y G Rf fl Pf -Rf C\ Qf. Thus, we conclude that Rj = Qf = Pf because every straight line is defined by any two distinct points of it. On the other hand, R ± P and R ± Q, and so, Rf ± Pj and Rf ± Qf because / strictly preserves orthogonality, a contradiction.
The following example shows that if / is a principal map of R 2 such that /(R 2 ) is not contained in any principal cross, then / need not be epipriricipal.
2.14. EXAMPLE. Let e > 0. Consider the map / of R 2 defined by f(x, y) = (a;', y) where x' is unique such that 0 < x' < e and x = ns -f x' for some n G Z. Clearly, / is a principal map of R 2 . Moreover, note that f(V x ) = V x < for x G R, and so, / is epiprincipal for vertical lines. On the other hand, we have f(H y ) = [0,e) X {j/} for y G R, which means that / is not epiprincipal for horizontal lines.
• By applying Proposition 2.13 we obviously get Proof. First, we prove that the following statement holds:
Indeed, suppose to the contrary that there are principal lines P and Q in R 2 such that P D Q = 0 and Pf -Qf. Clearly, in this case P and Q are parallel. Moreover, for an arbitrary point x € R 2 there is a principal line R in R 2 such that x € R and R is orthogonal to both P and Q. This means that R ("1 P = {p} and R f) Q -{ç} where p and q are distinct points of R Next, we prove that / strictly preserves orthogonality, that is, the following statement holds: (2) If P,Q e V and P 1 Q, then P f _L Q } .
Indeed, suppose to the contrary that there are principal lines P and Q such that P ± Q but PF and QF are not orthogonal, i.e.
PJ\\QJ.
Moreover, we have P n Q = {a}, and so, f(a) £ Pj fl Qf, which implies that Pj = Qj. Let us take any principal line P' in R 2 such that P' fl P = 0. Clearly, P' is parallel to P, and so, it is orthogonal to Q, which implies that P' ("I Q = {q} for q ^ a. Hence we get f(q) £ P' } n Qj = P' } i~l P f . Since P' n P = 0, it follows from statement (1) that P' f ^ P } , and so, P'f fl Pj = {/(<?)}, i.e. P'f JL Pf. Similarly, we can take a principal line Q' in R 2 such that Q' n Q = 0, Q' D P = {p} for p ^ a and Q'j 0 Qf = {f(p)}, i.e. Q'f -L Qf. Since Pf = Qf, we obviously have PF,Q' f E {Pf,Qf} X , and so, P' f || Q' f . Clearly, P' and Q' are orthogonal, and so, ?'nQ' = {a'} where a' e R 2 \ (P U Q). Therefore f(a') eP' f r\Q' f and since Pj || Q'j, it follows that P'f = Q'f. Next, since Pf = Qf, we get P'f DP f = Q' f nQ f .
On the other hand, f(p) ^ f(q) because p 6 P\Q, q € Q \ P and / is injective. Moreover, we have f(p) £ P'j fl Pf and /(?) ^ Q'f (~\Qf. Thus since P' f n Pf = Q' f fl QF, we conclude that each principal line P'f, Pf,Q'f and Qf contains the same distinct points f{jp) and f{q), which implies P'f = Pf = Q'j = Q/. But this contradicts the fact that P'j J_ Pf and Q'j _L Q¡. Consequently, we have proved statement (2). Now, observe that if P, Q G <p and P £ Q, then either P n Q = 0 or Pig. Next, if P n Q = 0, then P } / Q f by statement (1); and if P _L Q, then Pf / Qf by statement (2) . Consequently, the assignment P Pf is one-to-one.
Finally, observe that from statement (2) Proof. The sufficiency follows from Proposition 2.13.
To prove the necessity, we suppose that / is an injective epiprincipal map of R 2 . If now M is a fixed principal line in R 2 , then so is Mf = f(M). Clearly, for an arbitrary point y of R 2 there is a unique Q y e ty such that y e Q y and Q y i. M f , i.e. Q y n M f -{y'} for some y' £ R 2 . We obviously have y' = f{x') for a unique x' £ M. Next, there is a unique P x i 6 ty such that x' € P x < and P x < ± M, i.e. P x > D M = {z'}. In turn, we have (P x i)/ fl Mf = f(P x >) fl f(M) = {y'}. Consequently, we conclude that Q y || (P x <)j and y' € Q y fl (P x >)f, whence Q y = (P x ')f = f(P X '), and so, there is x € P x > such that y = f(x). Thus, / is surjective because y can be an arbitrary point of R 2 . Next, since / is injective, it has to be bijective. 
Proof. Observe that implications (a)=>(b) and (b)=>-(c) follow from Theorem 2.9 and Lemma 2.7, respectively. Therefore it suffices to prove implications (b)=}-(a) and (c)=>(b).
(b)=£-(a). Suppose to the contrary that /(R 2 ) is contained in a principal cross K with origin q, i.e. K = K q . Let us take an arbitrary point p = (a, 6) of R 2 and consider the principal cross K p = V a U Hb. From Lemma 2.3 and since / strictly preserves orthogonality, it follows that / is totally P-noncontracting and the principal lines (V a )f and (Hb)f are orthogonal. Thus we get a principal cross K' = (V a )/ U (//&)/ with origin f(p), i.e. K' = K/( p ), such that /(K p ) Ç K'. Moreover, note that K' is a unique principal cross in R 2 for which f(K p ) Ç K'. On the other hand, since /(R 2 ) Ç K by our hypothesis, it follows that K' = K, so /(p)=q. Next, since p can be an arbitrary point of R 2 , we conclude that / is constant. But this contradicts the fact that / strictly preserves orthogonality.
(c)=>(b). Observe first that / is totally P-noncontracting. Indeed, for otherwise there is a principal line P in R 2 such that /(P) = {f(p)} where p is a fixed point of P. Next, for an arbitrary point x 6 R 2 there is a principal line Q x in R 2 such that x € Q x and Q x _L P, so Q x fl P = {x'}. Clearly, 21 = {Q x : x € R 2 } is a maximal principal class of parallelism. Thus since / is nonconstant, it follows from Proposition 2.5 that there is Q € 21 such that / is noncontracting for Q. This means that there are a, a' 6 Q such that /(a) ^ f(a') and Q fl P = {a'}. Let Q be a unique principal line in R 2 
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such that f(Q) C Q. Since Qx || Q for x £ R 2 and / preserves parallelism, we infer that for each x € R 2 there is a principal line Qx in R 2 such that f(Qx) C Qx and QJ| Q. In turn, we have f(x') = f(p) = f(a'), which implies that f(p) G Qx fl Q. Consequently, we conclude that Qx = Q for each x € R 2 . Therefore we have /(R 2 ) = /((J{Q* : x € R 2 }) C (J{Q* : x £ R 2 } = Q, a contradiction. This proves that / is totally P-noncontracting, and so, the principal assignment P <->• Pf is defined.
To prove that / strictly preserves orthogonality, suppose to the contrary that there are principal lines P and Q such that P X Q but Pf and Q j are not orthogonal. This implies that Pj fl Q / £ 0 and Pf\\Qf, so Pf = Q /. Clearly, for an arbitrary point x € R 2 there is a principal line Qx in R 2 such that x G Qx, Qx || Q and QXC\ P = {x'}. Hence we conclude that f(x') e (Qx) / n Pf = (Qx) ff\Qf and (Qx) f\\Qf because / preserves parallelism. Consequently, we infer that (Qx)f = Qf for each x £ R 2 . Therefore we have
a contradiction. This completes the proof of (c)=i>(b).
• Let / be a principal map of R 2 . We say that / is upper principal if it satisfied at least one of the equivalent conditions of Theorem 2.19. Otherwise, / is called lower principal. It is seen that if / and g are principal maps of R 2 such that at least one of them is lower principal, then so is the composition /og. In particular, the family of all lower principal map of R 2 is a semigroup under multiplication given by the composition of maps. The following example shows that the composition of upper principal maps of R 2 can be lower principal, even a constant map.
EXAMPLE. Let a,b,c,d £ R where a ^ b and c ^ d. Define the function <f>
It is easily seen that / is an upper principal map of R 2 satisfying the following conditions:
f(Hy) = {(a, c), (6, c)} forx^O;
In particular, we have f(x,y) = (a,c) for x,y < 0. This implies that if a,b,c,d< 0, then (/o/)(s,y) = (cj> ((f>(x) ), = (a,c) for each(x,y)G R 2 , which means that the principal map / o / is constant, and so, lower principal. •
Descriptions and further properties
Let X € {V,II,P}. Obviously, there are principal maps of R 2 which are not F-principal and //-principal. The simplest example of such a map is given by the symmetry map 3 defined by s(a;,j/) = (y,x) . Note that the assignment / H jo/os defines a one-to-one correspondence between Fprincipal (//-principal) and //-principal (F-principal) maps of R 2 . Clearly, a F-principal map of R 2 need not be //-principal, and conversely. For instance, as we observed, the smooth quasi principal map / of R 2 defined in Example 1.1 is F-principal but not //-principal.
Let / be a map of R 2 . We say that / is 0-principal if it is F-principal and //-principal simultaneously. In turn, we say that / is 1 -principal in case the map / 0 s, or equivalently, the map 3 o / is O-principal, that is, if / is (V, //)-principal and (//, F)-principal. Clearly, the assignment / K/ OJ defines a one-to-one correspondence between O-principal (1-principal) and 1-principal (O-principal) maps of R 2 . Note that if / is constant, then it is O-principal and 1-principal. For arbitrary maps <j > and tj) of R, denote by 4> x ij) the map of R 2 defined by {(¡> x tp)(x,y) = (<f>(x),ip(y)) and observe that it is O-principal. )(a,b) . On the other hand, since p € V a fl //&, we conclude that f{p) € V a > 0 Ih> = {p'}, and so, f(p) = p' = (<t> x tp)(p). Consequently, since p can be an arbitrary point of R 2 , it follows that / = <f) x ij).
Suppose now that / is a 1-principal map of R 2 . Then / os is O-principal, so by the first part of our proof we infer that f o 3 = <f> X rp where <f> and ip are the corresponding maps of R. Obviously, this implies / = (<f> x tp) 0 5 = 3 o (ij> x <f>).
Finally, suppose that / is O-principal and 1-principal map of R 2 . It follows that if V is a vertical line in R 2 , there is a vertical (horizontal) one the family of all continuous (smooth) principal maps of R 2 . Clearly, V C and V S are semigroups under multiplication defined by the composition of maps. Let lso(A') (gr(A')) stand for the class of all locally iT-subordinate subsets of R 2 (principal A'-graphs in R 2 ). Moreover, let cur(A') (cur°°(A')) denote the class of all continuous (smooth) locally A'-subordinate curves in R 2 (see [1] , the corresponding definitions). It is easy to verify 3.6. PROPOSITION. The following statements hold:
(1) The class lso(A') (gr(A')) is invariant under the group VH (semigroup V c ); 
CP.)-•
Remark that the class lso(A') is not invariant under the semigroups V c and V 3 . For example, the map / of R 2 given by the assignment (x,y) (sin x, y) is smooth and principal. On the other hand, the set {sinn : n £ N} is a dense subset of [-1; 1], which means that N x R 6 lso(iiT) but /(N x R) i lso(A'). Clearly, the map / = (0, ip) is principal, transforms R 2 into K p and satisfies r = / _1 (#6 V {P}) and A = f~l(V a \ {p}). In particular, /(R 2 ) is not contained in any principal line.
To prove that / is neither O-principal nor 1-principal, suppose to the contrary that / is O-principal. Let us take p 6 T and q £ A and note that f 
